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period in March.
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Heads Up...

Positive result

Each of the nine Distr

recorded a surplus of i

ture for their last finan

from 2% to 10% of tot

distributed close to $1

and Districts and reco
of total Income.

A quick glimpse of whats been going on in and around the scene...
Contributions welcome, send to communications@surflifesaving.org.nz

Piha Rescue on again.

Wellington firing on

Record membership

... and record

A new series of the successful Piha Rescue

all cylinders

Membership is now at the highest level

With a stronger memb

will be filmed this summer. The show will

Following troubled times Surf Life Saving

ever. Total membership at the end of last

ability to meet increas

go to air for another ten half hour shows

Wellington is looking to a positive season.

season was 12,786 up from 10,300 five

beaches. Last year 155

beginning March. Last summer’s show

The District has now forged a relation-

years ago. The highest growth has been

were delivered on our

captured over 600,000 viewers most weeks.

ship with the Wellington City Council to

recorded in JuniorSurf with active lifeguard

149,000 the previous s

provide services for Wellington events and

numbers also increasing duing this time.

patrols at inner harbour beaches where
there are no Clubs. Oriental Parade Beach
will also host several local competitions.

Lottery Grants Board

World Champs

Scholarships w

NZLGB increased their support to Surf

The NZ team shrugged off the poor result

for members

Life Saving this year with a 7% increase.

of 2000 with a sound second placing in

Surf lifesaving’s top com

At $1,997,000 the amount is the highest

Italy in September. Taking 17 medals & two

grants totalling nearly $

in three years and up significantly on the

individual world titles the relatively young

the Academy of Sport A

$1.5m allocated in 2002 when Clubs and

team of 12 showed they may be a real threat

training scholarships an

Districts had to apply individually after a

for the World crown in 2006. NZ last won

followed the NZ Team

change in NZLGB policy. Lobbying by

the World champs in ‘98, beating Australia

Through Prime Minist

SLSNZ restored the process to one collec-

who held the trophy for close to 40 years.

further $100,000 was e

apply for to offset their

tive application the following year.

Instant Reports on

It’s the primary rescue tool

New Chairman

Database

but....

Mr Graeme Cullen has been elected Chairman of the SLSNZ Board. M

Further development on the surf lifesav-

On average only one in nine new life-

chartered accountant from Tauranga and was a Board member from 19

ing database took place over the winter.

guards gain their IRB Drivers award. Last

been Chairman of the NZ Lifeguard Advisory Committee for the last 1

Clubs and Districts can now receive instant

year 96 Surf Lifeguards gained their ‘ticket’

Chairman, Jim Warwick indicated not to stand for chair and was electe

running totals of patrol and membership

to operate our primary rescue tool. Total

Tim Jago was re-elected for a second two year term. Mr John Honnor,

details across the country – at the click of a

refreshed IRB operator’s stands at 664.

of SLSNZ for a one year term. Mr Honnor is also Chairman of SLS Ta

button. Go to ‘Reports’ on the database.

... And a new competition

Over 2million

In line with the Lifeguard Award review last sum-

manual.

Warwick school exerc

mer new IRB & Lifeguard Award manuals have been

Following the three yearly sport review

surf lifesaving into sch

produced & are now available. While the review made

the new sport manual is now available. A

12 months. The Warw

little change to the award examination, communication

number of rule changes have been made

for over 90% of the sc

& scanning techniques has a greater emphasis so the

following consultation. These are detailed

market and its three m

manual becomes more than just a tool to pass the exam

in this issue of Surf Rescue.

will carry a swim betw

New Lifeguard and IRB manuals

The IRB award remains the same, however, the section
in the new manual follows the natural instruction order
for teaching new Drivers.
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sage.

ts all round

Gaming Income down

Pool Champs

New Sponsor for

rict Associations

The Smoke Free legislation introduced in

The second SLSNZ Swim Champs were

Surf League

income over expendi-

December banning smoking in gaming areas

held in September with 360 competitors.

Lion Foundation are the new principal

ncial year ranging

is expected to have a significant impact on the

Last years event attracted 270 entries. Since

sponsor of the NZ Surf League. This sea-

tal income. SLSNZ

Charitable Gaming industry. Industry experts

the first National Swim Champs, three

son’s event will draw greater synergy with

1.5m in cash to Clubs

are predicting drops of up to 25% in Gaming

Districts have included a District Swim

Surf Lifesaving & will be televised over

orded a surplus of 1%

Income from December. Longer term it is ex-

Champs event in their local programme.

three 1 hour shows as opposed to 1 show

pected to recover some ground against the ini-

Several other Districts have also introduced

of recent years. Support sponsors BP, DHL,

tial impact, however, not good news for those

swim training programmes to assist those

Kellogg & Body Glove have lent their

dependent upon gaming for their income.

members competing in the national event.

support to ensure greater TV coverage.

patrol hours

Top teams retire.

Central Regional Champs resurrected.

bership comes the

Premiere crew Chris Scott & Jaron Mumby

The Central Regions Champs (CRC’s) is being held this year for the first time in close

sed demand on our

retired from IRB racing at the end of last

to ten years. Keen to build a stronger events programme for the membership, SLSNZ is

5,507 hours of patrols

season. Top Woman’s crew, Kate Bonner

supporting the event ‘owned’ by the four central Districts of Taranaki, Wellington, Hawkes

r beaches, up from

& Kirsten O’Regan have also announced

Bay and Western Districts. The success of the Northern Regional (Northern Region, BOP

summer.

retirement. A medal tally of 11 Golds from

and Gisborne) Champs (NRC’s) demonstrates the value of coordination across the event

a possible 12 during the last 3 national

programme, rather than nine separate programmes. An opportunity exists for the SRC’s to

champs, the pair has shut out other contend-

also be developed...

ers. This season’s champs in Omaha will find
our new Men’s & Woman’s IRB champs.

worth $200,000

Taranaki at the top

DHL Lifesaving 8’s

Taranaki Clubs recorded the highest

Following the success of the inaugural

mpetitors have received

percentage of active Lifeguards refreshed

event 2004, the event is set to be held once

$100,000 through

with 100% by the 31 January deadline.

again. Eleven countries were represented

Athlete grants. The

The overall average was 84% of all active

in last years event in Japan where the NZ

nnounced in October

lifeguards refreshed for the season. The low-

Development team was placed second.

est District recorded 70%, however, up on

This years event is likely to be held in Ma-

ms success at the Worlds.

ters scholarships, a

previous years. Already this season refresher

laysia in July/August. Once again it is likely

eligible for members to

numbers are likely to be significantly up on

SLSNZ will enter a Development Team.

r tertiary study costs.

last seasons total.

Paekakariki baring all.

SLSNZ Finalist in Sponsor

Sunscreen again.

Mr Cullen is a

Wellington’s Paekakariki Club have found

Awards.

National sponsor NiveaSun has provided

998 to 2003. He has

a novel way to generate sponsorship, lead-

The SLSNZ/DHL sponsorship was named

Sunscreen for all refreshed lifeguards again

ing the charge for other surf boat crews.

as a finalist in the 2004 Marketing Maga-

this season. SLSNZ supplied Districts with

ed as a Director. Mr

The Senior boat crew forged a sponsorship

zine/SPARC Sponsorship Awards . The

Club’s allocation in October.

, was elected President

arrangement with a well known gay bar in

annual awards, held at the Sheraton Hotel

aranaki.

Wellington’s central city. For their part the

in Auckland in November, recognise New

crew simply have to perform to the largely

Zealands most successful sponsorships.

male audience, dressed in racing attire.

Finalists included Air NZ for the NPC

Well done on finding a niche.

Rugby and Adidas for the All Blacks.

12 months. Previous

Goldstein joins the Club

Record entries at events

cise books will carry

School books

Many will have seen the Ira Goldstein of

Surfsport seems in full swing. The three

hools during the next

ASB Bank fame ads on television. ASB

SLSNZ events held this season have all

wick brand accounts

approached SLSNZ for permission to use

attracted record entries. The Pool Champs

chool exercise book

its IP and work with surf life saving to

enjoyed an increase of 30%, Goodwill Surf

most popular products

produce the commercial, filmed at

Boat event 20% and the North Island BP

ween the flags mes-

Mairangi Bay.

Surf Rescue Champs also up on previous
years. SLSNZ Sport Manager is expecting
this years national champs to also attract the
highest number of participants on record.
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HUEY

Favourite Saying
“For the love of Buddy”

Interests
Red wine (a recently
renewed interest), travel, collecting 80s/90s music, Dads
Army, Black Adder, Fawlty
Towers, Hogan’s Heroes
and all of those ridiculous
comedies and oh yes, Surf
Life Saving is there time for
anything else??

Favourite Movie
Flying High – ask me
to recite any line [Are
you kidding.. I would
rather listen to chalk on a
blackboard – H]

Favourite Food
BBQ Pork – Chinese style

Nick name(s)
JW, Jonno, Dr J, J and some
others I don’t probably want
to know about

Star sign Capricorn
[likes the colour aqua
and nice novels about
dogs called misty- H]

will tell you I don’t look it)
[I certainly will tell you,
you don’t look 30]

Age 30 (but most people

Full Name
Jonathon Brian Webber

PROFILE

THE GOD OF SURF

As I walk through the dense urban metropolis jungle that earth’s mortals call Auckland I am in search of a famous perhaps obscure phenomenon known to
surf life saving circles – the extreme lifeguards Lifeguard or ‘diehard lifeguards’. No bronzed egos here, simply a well equipped utility belt, rubber gloves and
face shield. The gold medal, the victory, the cause.... is ‘human life’ [I thump my chest with a closed fist twice, such is the strength and conviction
of these words and oh how they move me... oh how they move me – H]. We meet in a quiet Nth Queen St café at his favourite haunt, close to the
ambulance despatch station. He enters, radio scanner tucked neatly inside the belt...

H

Director of Lifesaving in Northern Region? Tell us
about your role Dr J?

Dr J My role as Director of Lifesaving involves chairing the SLSNR
Lifesaving Advisory Committee (LAC).This committee comprises of the
Support Services Officer, District Chief Examiner, Chief Patrol Inspector,
Medical Director, Emergency Care Advisor, Regional Training Officer,
Senior Lifeguard Advisor and Junior Lifeguard Advisor. They provide
advice to me on the direction we are taking in lifesaving and any issues I
may be dealing with at a strategic level. I also have two Senior Advisors
who do not attend meetings but provide advice and input on specific
topics as and when required.
I am extremely fortunate to have three Development Officers (full time
staff at SLSNR) who work in the Lifesaving Services portfolio [are
you the CEO as well?- H] and who also sit on the LAC supporting
the activities of the volunteer LAC Officers and the membership. Each
member of the LAC has specific performance outcomes in their particular
area, a Development Officer to provide professional support and in most
cases a team of volunteers who report to them eg. Examiners who run
the SLGA awards report to the Chief Examiner in their zone.
Being a Director means attending endless meetings, the most important
of which are the Board of Directors and General Meetings with Clubs.
I try and attend as many Club meetings I can as possible during the
year and have undertaken to hold quarterly Club Captain Forums this
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year to ensure operational people are making operational decisions. The
responsibility and sometimes stress levels can be quite high as at the end
of the day I am responsible for the delivery of lifesaving services at 17
beaches. I get an enormous amount of satisfaction from the role and
have great support from the Board, LAC, Clubs and professional staff
at SLSNR which certainly makes the job easier. I liaise with my fellow
Directors and their respective committees throughout the year.... [his
voice trails off as he catches the look in my eye]

H So, you oversee a LAC with an SSO, DCE, CPI, MD, ECA.
RTO, SLA a JLA and the CE’s running the SLGA as well. Any
JAFA’s? Seriously, thanks for the rundown but keep it... [I gaze
down] as short as those stubbies eh?

H

I want to know the real stuff...what really happened in
Japan?

Dr J Hmmm. I think I am under a court order suppressing any
comment on that. Let’s just say I was very well behaved as your readers
would expect. My name actually means “a gift from God” did you know,
so it stands to reason that I did not play up. As a matter of fact I spent
a large part of the Japan tour in bed, not for reasons I would have liked
to, but from post-Pakistani gourmet syndrome (PPGS). I will say this
though, readers take note that when staying in large hotels always ensure
you know your fire exits.
H

Yes, your name suits you. What’s your vision for Lifesaving

in NZ?

Dr J My vision is we (SLSNZ) achieve recognition from the government
at the very least as a “allied” emergency service, and the value and worth
of the contribution our members make to preventing death and injury at
NZ beaches gets the recognition it deserves. I want Surf Life Saving to be
seen as “the” volunteer community service above all others and an agency
that government, council, sponsors and commercial operators/investors
come to for advice without a second thought of going anywhere else. I
want our funding to not be on contestable grounds, but at least in part
assured so rather than put so much of our energy and time into trying to
fund the organisation we can get on with providing a first class service
to the community and taking better than excellent care of our members
who give their time to keep our beaches safe.

H

‘Government money as the vision to stop fund raising eh’....
been to a local school fair lately? What about those guys across
the Tasman, how are they tracking in lifesaving?
A question that my Australian counterpart Peter George, Director of
Lifesaving always asks...[he continues and I hear his voice in the
distance while I digest... ‘ counterpart is the Australian Director
of Lifesaving’....don’t leave home ‘til you’ve seen....I interrupt]

H New lifesaving manager in SLSNZ – do you reckon he’ll cut
the mustard?

Dr J Are you kidding? Of course he’ll cut the mustard! Brett (Heeg)
Sullivan is a thoroughbred, some would say stallion of finest born and
bred Piha stock. He is held in high regard as a boatie of some distinction.
As a point of interest Brett was the person who put the pressure on me
to get my Bronze, he was my chauffeur for many years before I had a car
to get to swimming on Thursday nights [hmmm wonder if Heeg put
that on his CV? – H]. and remains a good personal friend of mine.
I close this answer with one word (to be recited by all readers in a low,
drawn out tone)...Heeeeeeeg!

H ‘Piha Rescue’ – you are a member of Piha – must be pretty
proud of the TV programme?

Dr J I think Piha Rescue is something all members of SLSNZ should
be proud of.Yes, it focused on one beach and as a member of Piha I am
very proud of how well the Club came across, but more importantly it
showed people what a wonderful, vital and professional service lifeguards
at all our beaches provide the community with.

H Person you most respect? Why?
Dr J In Surf Life Saving and probably life? A life-member of Piha
SLSC and SLSNR who passed away suddenly in 2002, Buddy Lucas.
Buddy was an inspiration to me not only as an accomplished lifeguard
and sportsman in commonwealth swimming but his style of leadership,
calm and collected demeanour in an emergency or heated situation are
qualities I have tried to emulate. Buddy was President for over 10 years
at Piha, a testament to his popularity, leadership skills and the way in
which he related to other people. Despite an age difference with so many
people he dealt with, me included, he always treated all lifeguards with
the same degree of respect and never past the patrol deck without saying

hello to the troops. Age was never an issue for Buddy who was a Patrol
Captain right up until his 70th year of life

H Great man – Buddy I mean. Should we get rid of Sport in
surf lifesaving?

Dr J No way, sport is an important avenue for showing off our skills to
the public, recognising our sponsors and top athletes and most importantly,
giving people a reason to continue their involvement, develop and strive
for excellence within the movement. I am not a competitor as such
but I enjoy attending Surf Sports events and respect those who achieve
results in their respective disciplines. But we should make it clear, and be
unashamed in saying that our primary purpose is patrolling the beach.
That is why we exist.
Now for the hard word. Competition is a privilege, not a right, afforded
to those people who do their patrols and therefore provide a service
to the community and fellow Club members. [I grimace, he’s now
standing on the chair, hand on the heart – H] If we continue
to award medals to people who do not patrol then we are endorsing
a practice that is wrong, very wrong. I make no apologies for saying
this: if you are not a refreshed lifeguard and you have not put in the
minimum hours patrolling the beach then you have no right to stand
on the dais with a medal around your neck. High-time we adopted the
Australian system where anyone who has not done their patrolling hours
is prohibited from entering. The current system we have is simply not
fair on the majority of competitors who do attend their patrols.

H [the people who had gathered around our table slowly go back
to what they were doing] So all your acronyms ensure SLSNR
competitors are refreshed at local events? Most embarrassing
moment, other than last years refresher stats?

Dr J There have been a few. I think being tied to a gyro-wheel at the
NRC’s in my Club Speedos as a junior and then having people try and
take them off as I spun round would rate right up there [ok, so how do
you explain the volunteering to being tied up bit then – H]
H Cheers for your time..
Dr J No problem thanks

for the clearance Clarence, rodger that
Rodger and by the way what’s your vector Victor...ho...

H Stop it ... I can’t take any more.... [I leave the building quicker
than Elvis ever did...]
“A marathon 18 hour interview and a little red wine got the COA (chief
of acronyms) into his stride. The annual Duracell award may never be
challenged like this again.
The passion is pure and genuine and the red and yellow blood runs deep.
This lifeguard is in it for life. The commitment beyond the call. We give you
the Captain Shultz salute for your passion and service. You truly are an
unsung Hogan Hero of our organisation. Basil would be proud...
May all your first aid rooms be meticulous and clean and your turnip
surprise contain more than just turnips....”

Huey....
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BAY OF PLENTYS

GOLDEN BOY
Bret Burrows, Lifeguarding as it effect the future of Papamoa. By Jo Ferris
Papamoa head lifeguard Bret Burrows has passed the first headrush in the build-up to the silly season.
Labour Weekend is over, but summer holidays are here in full swing!

W

ith the start to the official surf lifesaving season behind

them, volunteer patrols are settling into a routine each weekend and
training is in top gear as surf lifesaving clubs throughout the Bay of
Plenty and Coromandel pound pools and surf.

known for its high numbers of juniors. And if they were looking for a
role model, having Bret is a head start.
In three years with the club, he has earned praise as coach for the BOP
under 19 Kellogg’s team, instructed senior and junior lifeguard schools

Compared to other clubs throughout Surf Life Saving BOP’s district,

- locally and at national level - and worked on surf sport and lifeguard

Papamoa is a pup. But it has attracted some top talent. The club is also

in advisory groups for Surf Life Saving BOP.
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Nominated by his club last season for the BOP district lifeguard of the

Coast Bret joined nippers, before his family moved. Bret revisited surf

year, Bret beat 4 other nominees to win, then went on to be named

lifesaving when he was 20 – his strengths in swimming and surfboat

this September as New Zealand’s lifeguard of the year - accolades Bret

rowing. After crossing the ditch six years ago to settle in Godzone, Bret

is justifiably proud of.

worked first in Rotorua, but spent a lot of time at the Mount. When a

“I was up against some strong contenders locally. It was huge brownie
points to win the district award, let alone the national.”
With the award sponsored by surf lifesaving’s major benefactor, the NZ
Lotteries Grants’ Board, Bret was flown to Wellington – one of six NZ
district contenders vying for national glory. He collected a citation and
pocketed money - not for him mind you, for his club. Plaudits for Papamoa in some ways - coming in the wake

job arose at Western Bay Health three years ago, Papamoa emerged as a
better place to set up home. Bret’s allegiance turned towards Papamoa
and, when the club looked for a club captain, Bret put his hand up.
This season looks like another solid one in terms of junior numbers.
Bret says they’re working on attracting more seniors. A strong committee is setting big goals for both surf sports and lifeguarding – a cocktail
to stir, not shake. With lifeguarding the primary reason for any club’s
existence, Bret says Papamoa has a ro-

of the club scooping surf lifesaving club
of the year for BOP for 2003/04.
It’s the stuff clubs dream of having
etched on their red rescue tubes as officials toil year in year out to recruit
new members.
It’s a thankless job.Volunteer lifeguarding is a club’s core business, yet Bret

“In training lifeguards, Bret
says one of the biggest
concepts they must grasp
is that some people simply
can’t swim.”

bust programme. From that, juniors
will be fostered to adult age, where
they will either stay competitive and
do the graft on patrols as payback, or,
simply volunteer as a skilled lifeguard.
As Tauranga’s fastest growing area, Papamoa depends on them. The club
has the longest stretch of coastline in
the country to patrol – around 20 kms

knows it’s the competitive arm of surf
lifesaving that drags in the youth. And for that, clubs must offer an

of some of the trickiest surf in the country. Rapid development brings

environment of surf sport backed by equipment that ensures top-line

with it city people, new immigrants and carefree holidaymakers – a

talent want to flaunt their colours in competition, let alone give up

lethal concoction at times.

their weekends for volunteer patrols.

“Most of our time is spent conducting preventive actions,” says Bret.

And there lies one of the complexities of an organisation based on

But, sometimes just talking to people isn’t enough. In training life-

what should be one of mankind’s fundamental skills – knowing how to

guards, Bret says one of the biggest concepts they must grasp is that

swim. In doing what they do best – lifeguards invariably put their own

some people simply can’t swim. Compounding that is a myriad of situ-

lives on the line, to save those who risk theirs– either through inexperi-

ations that seem to compel them to go into the sea. People turn up at

ence, carelessness and sometimes, downright stupidity.

the beach unprepared - and dive in wearing inappropriate clothing.
There are those who can’t read water, or worse, poor swimmers.

As an Australian, Bret was born to water – swimming is virtually second nature to most Ockers’ lifestyle. Growing up initially on the Gold

“They look at the surf, then see a flat spot and think that’s a good place

Just another day at Papamoa
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to go in, when in fact it’s a rip.”
Papamoa is renowned for its rips. As
housing develops right along its coastline, more people flock to the beach.
Children are given boogie boards and no
fins – in a surf they don’t even understand and without the vital equipment to
help them get back to shore when they’re
swept out in a rip.
Some don’t even intend swimming. Bret
recalls a situation at one of Papamoa’s local tuatua beds. People were out gathering
shellfish at low tide – and were caught by
the incoming waves. It was sheer fluke
that an off-duty lifeguard happened to be
walking along the beach and could rescue them.

“We’re going to
have to deal with it
as a movement and
change the way we
do our lifeguarding,”
says Bret.

above: Enjoying the BP Surf Rescue
Awards evening with Shelly Gillvener.

Professional lifeguards are selected from
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Often, lifeguards are the first port of call
in an emergency call out. Papamoa is designated by Surf Life Saving New Zealand
as having 3 IRBs Bret says Papamoa will
once again be operating an emergency
call-out system this summer as part of Surf
Life Saving BOP’s commitment to rescue
work.
If you’re thinking this has the ring of, “
it’s a dirty job but someone has to do it”
– don’t!

It’s a numbers game. Bret looks to Australia and the USA, where there is great
emphasis on lifeguarding and better funding that puts patrols at staged points along
populated coastlines.
Overseas, paid lifeguards work longer
too. Here, volunteers man the beaches on
weekends and public holidays from Labour Weekend to Easter. Paid lifeguards
come into action weekdays only during
the peak holiday period from December
to the end of January. Local authorities
fund paid patrols in their areas, with ratepayers footing a bill that invariably saves
lives of visitors.

“We’re not the police, we can only offer
advice. If they go in and we have to rescue them, they’ll do one of three things
– thank us, abuse us or be so embarrassed
they’ll run off.”
While their main focus is beach patrolling,
lifeguards are also called on for a range of
actions – from helping boaties, fishers to
rescue searches. Statistics highlight how
worthwhile preventive work is. Last season, volunteer patrols throughout the BOP
district carried out 9173 preventive actions, 199 rescues, 177 first aid treatments
and 27 searches. Paid patrols throughout
the peak summer holiday period clocked
up 28,465 preventive actions, 193 rescues,
260 first aids and 38 searches.

These sorts of occurrences aren’t rare.
With Papamoa East alone destined for a
population of more than 25,000, the cauldron is bubbling. It’s an issue facing Papamoa and Surf Lifesaving BOP as Bret and
his team work out strategies to best patrol
a beach flanked by high-density housing.
He knows they cannot expect people to
walk or drive to the club, just to swim
between the flags. Try telling someone
who has spent millions to live slap on the
beachfront to get in their car and drive
to a part of the beach where the patrols
are before they get in the water! It simply
flies in the face of human nature.
“We’re going to have to deal with it as
a movement and change the way we do
our lifeguarding,” says Bret.

the volunteer pool in each district - adding
to the public confusion between paid and
volunteer patrols. Either way, both jobs can
be thankless as lifeguards sometimes deal
with abuse from the public. With prevention the focus, Bret says guards will chat to
people, focusing on educating them to the
potential dangers of the beach environment and, in some cases, suggest they stay
out of the water.

New Zealand Lottery Grants Board, Sponsors
of the Surf Lifeguard of the Year Award.

With committed lifeguards like Bret combining a love of surf sport with a real sense
of community duty, surf lifesaving’s future
looks bright. It’s one of the cornerstones
of the Kiwi way of life. The sport might
not receive as much recognition as others, but it does produce some shining stars.
Papamoa’s own star might even gleam
brighter this season. Bret has his eyes of
a few juniors who could well bag some
medals in the competition arena this summer. Roll on the Surf.

home beach Midway, Gisborne LIVES IN Maloolabah Australia AGE 26
Discipline Ironman, Swim, Board OCCUPATION Professional Ironman Best
achievment Current Open NZ Ironman Title holder BEST SURF MOMENT
Representing my country at the World Champs in Italy FAVourite food Pasta

GlenN Anderson
After the World Championships

how to train all over again.

in Italy I headed back to Gis-

Sometimes I found myself too

borne for a few days instead of

tired to go to bed. I’ve seen a

doing the whole European tour

few people come over here and

like much of the team. Being

experience that and head home

back home helped me to relax

before it all pays off for them.

and get back into training after

My second season here seemed

the high of competing for New

to be a lot easier and I stopped

Zealand on the other side of the

finding excuses to miss training

world against the best athletes in

and finally started to get a few

our sport.

good results.

Since then I’ve been back training

After sticking at it for 3 seasons I

on the Sunshine Coast of Austral-

started winning a few races over

ia where I’ve been based for the

here and finished 3rd in the Surf

last 3 years under the watchful
eye of my coach Michael King.

Race and Ironman at the 2004

While the training here seems

cently I won my first endurance

beyond difficult at times, and I’ve

race here beating training part-

broken 2 alarm clocks that have

ner Dean Mercer in a 45minute

woken me up at ridiculous hours

event that he seems to have

of the morning to swim up and

dominated in recent years.

down a stupid pool, it all somehow seems worthwhile when
race day comes around.
It’s a great feeling to line up at the
start of a race knowing the hard

World Champs. Even more re-

“Over summer I’m looking forward to racing for my Club – and
national champions, Midway
(the club where you race for
pride not money!)”

ning.

ward to racing for my Club
– and national champions, Midway (the club where you race for
pride not money!) and trying to

works been done and things going my way I’m a chance at win-

Over summer I’m looking for-

defend a few national titles me
and the boys have picked up in recent seasons.
I’ll also be competing in the Surf League at Mt Maunganui, by far

I think the hardest thing I’ve had to learn so far as an Ironman is men-

my favourite event of the year and if I’m allowed to, the board race

tal toughness, I always considered myself a good trainer and a pretty

at Ocean Athletes!?

tough racer until I came over here to Aussie to train.
The first season I had here was like a long nightmare, I had to learn

National Ironman champion,
Glenn Anderson
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REfreshers hit

100 PERCENT

While some campaigns use crosses to reflect on the negative, Northern Regions Lifeguards
used 1709 flags to celebrate the number of lives saved by surf lifeguards last summer.
Parts of the country are now achieving 100% success in their drive

Manager Alison Douglas. “Doing your refresher at the beginning of

to complete the annual lifeguard refresher. Taranaki and Hawkes Bay

the season is now just part of the culture”.

Clubs lead the country with all active lifeguards refreshed last season.

Other Districts are taking Taranaki’s lead. SLS Northern Region ran

Each year lifeguards must complete their annual refresher by 31 Janu-

its first District refresher day this season with nearly 200 lifeguards at-

ary. After this date they cannot patrol until the refresher is completed.

tending the day at Orewa. Last season Northern Region recorded the

In the worst cases District may limit a Club from patrolling after 31

country’s worst record with only 54% of its lifeguards completing the

January.

annual refresher. The District is keen to build upon the successful day

Refreshers are often a thorn in Clubs side as they try to manage the
task. Today Districts, who are responsible for maintaining lifeguard
standards, are playing a greater role to assist Clubs.
Taranaki has coordinated refresher days for a number of years “The
District has always taken ownership of the need to refresh and running
District refresher days takes the workload off Clubs,” says SLS Taranaki
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at Orewa and support Clubs annual refresher requirement by making
it a highlight in its annual calendar.
In the past entry at national events has been used as the enforcement tool
for refreshers. Greater ownership of refreshers and lifesaving standards by
Districts has seen a shift toward a proactive stance taken on refreshers.

SEE THEM WALK ON WATER, the demi gods of Competitive Surf Life Saving will battle it out at Mt Maunganui beach in
february under the banner of a new sponsor and new direction for 2005.

The New Zealand Surf League will capture a new look on television

Districts to have an opportunity to close the gap. Without a limit on

this year. Previously one two hour show focusing only on the event

the first four we end up losing the plot on what is our inter District

itself, this summers event will be aired over three one hour shows. The

competition.”

Surf League programme will draw greater synergy between surf sports
and core business - surf lifesaving.The theme, ‘these lifeguards competing here today were patrolling your beach yesterday’.
“The new programme format provides the opportunity to demonstrate
Surf Sport and Lifesaving are the same organisation,” says CEO Geoff
Barry. “The format of the past was based purely on the event and did
not provide the opportunity to present or ‘showcase’ surf lifesaving.”

“If all teams draft, then we no longer have an inter District competition. Instead we’d have eight teams assembled, attach regional names
and one would win a hollow trophy.”

IronMan changes
The top four Under 19 IronMan competitors were offered a wild card
to start in the Open Surf League on day two. A field of 20 (16 Open
and 4 Under 19) were on the start line for the first of three races. Four

This summer’s television programme will include patrol activity, mem-

competitors were eliminated for each consecutive start, for the final leg

ber profiles and Junior Surf footage.

of eight starters.

“We want to demonstrate surf sport is one part of Surf Lifesaving and

Despite the chance to have a start in the Open event, the opportu-

show the viewer the clear linkage between the sport programme they

nity was not popular amongst Under 19 competitors, perhaps not sur-

are watching and our core business. I think it’s fair to say that many

prisning given they had already competed!. This opportunity has been

members failed to connect to the Surf League programme they saw on

dropped this season.

TV in the past because it was such a niche view of our organisation.

Sixteen IronMen (two from each team) will take the start line in the

Draft changes

first of three IronMan races on day two. Race two will have 12 starters

For several years the Surf League has had a ‘soft’ draft process to ensure

and the final race just eight. Points will be accumulated similar to a Surf

the ‘best of the best’ really are at the event.

Teams race and final points allocated against the team’s overall placing.

“With significantly different strength across the eight Districts competing, we have to manage team selections,” says Mark Weatherall, SLSNZ
Sport Manager.
This year those Districts placed in the first four at the 2004 event cannot select members from outside their District. The remaining four

Teams will be announced Wednesday
19th January on www.surflifesaving.org.nz

Districts can select from the pool after the first four Districts have
named their teams.
“The reality is if our top four Districts have to look outside their District to make a competitive Rep. team of only 13 then we need to take
a closer look at our local development programmes,” says Weatherall. “Pegging these four Districts at their natural level, enables weaker
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NEW Manuals
Three new manuals and a Coach DVD in one year has had advantages

simultaneously wasn’t originally planned but has had advantages.

Sport changes
in new competition manual.

A three year review cycle was designed to stagger manual reviews,

New event rules came into effect this season. The competition

however, previous delays in the Lifeguard and IRB manuals

manual was reviewed during the winter and following consulta-

brought them all into one year.A good outcome has been achieved

tion, a number of changes have been made. Generally the result

with information between manuals now consistent avoiding the

was a status quo outcome, with most changes centred on intro-

leap frog scenario of the past where a reprint and subtle changes

ducing new events within age groups rather than changes to

would then outdate or contradict other resources.

events themselves.

New Lifeguard Manual:

Summary of rule changes

Designed to be more than just a tool to pass the exam, the

• A ‘One Start Rule’ for all events – no longer any false starts

new manual has more extensive scanning and communication

• The Rescue Tube Race will now begin with the Patient swim-

content. The first aid section is now clearer to follow and

ming to their allotted buoy- same as Board Rescue. Previously

material specific to those found during the majority of patrol

the patient was dropped at the buoys and the race began with

activity. It also includes an introduction to the IRB. The flow of

the Rescue swimming out only.

Producing new IRB, Lifeguard and Competition manual’s

the manual itself should closely replicate the teaching sequence
for new lifeguard award candidates. New sketches and diagrams
are now consistent and accurate.

The IRB manual
Content itself remains largely unchanged on the first edition from
1997, reflecting how well this was done at the time. Emphasis was

• A new course for the Run-Swim-Run Event
• A new round robin racing format for Surf Boats

New age group
events introduced:
• U19 Woman’s Long Course Canoe Race

placed on a natural learning sequence; becoming familiar with

• U19 Woman’s Short Course Canoe Race

the craft, how to operate it and then how to perform rescues.

• U19 Woman’s Iron woman

The IRB section in the Lifeguard manual was lifted straight from

• U19 Woman’s Ski Relay

the new IRB manual ensuring consistency.

• U19 Men’s Ski Relay

Instructor workbooks for both the Lifeguard and IRB Award’s

• U16 Men’s Beach Relay

are available on the web.

• U16 Woman’s Beach Relay

The Junior Surf manual review is underway with a new

• U16 Men’s Board Relay

manual reproduced for October 2005. Any comments

• U16 Woman’s Board Relay

or changes you would like to offer please contact:
mark.weatherall@surflifesaving.org.nz

IRB TRAINING MANUAL
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Clubs can order manuals through their District or SLSNZ

SURF LIFEGUARD MANUAL

SURF SPORT MANUAL

SLS on WWW
In November SLSNZ launched a new web site for the organisation.

In December SLSNZ launched a new web site

up to date patrol and membership stats for

submit photo’s to the site is also available

for the organisation.

registered users.

On the ‘download’ page resources can be

Both the address and the design are consistent

One significant new addition is the provision

accessed:

with the new brand. The site has been

of education resources for schools. Surf

Lifesaving

developed as a window to the organisation,

Life Saving now offers a comprehensive

• Instructor Workbooks

rather than SLSNZ ‘Inc.’.

programme for primary schools developed

• Refresher material

The new design has provided the opportunity for

to meet the aims of the curriculum and bring

• Rescue of the month

a number of Districts to have their own sites for

Surf Life Saving into the classroom.

• Equipment supply

the first time. These are pages managed by the

Capturing and documenting 100 years of

Sport

Districts, but integrated into the organisations

history becomes even more important as

• Development squads

site. Wellington, Hawkes Bay, Gisborne and

surf life saving moves closer to its centenary

• Selection criteria

Western Districts have used this opportunity and

celebrations in 1910. The new site has a

• Event calendar

as a result all Districts now have a web page

page dedicated to capturing our history and

• Entry forms

to communicate with their membership about

this will be developed over time.

• Results – both current and historical

local events, programmes and news.

The site will continue to carry lifesaving and

SLSNZ’s Strategic Plan, Constitution,

The website also carries the link to the patrol

sport news, relevant to members. A photo

Regulations and Board Minutes are also

and membership database providing instant

gallery offering members the opportunity to

accessible.

www.surflifesaving.org.nz
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TAKINg THE HEAT

In Mid winter a team of lifeguards departed from Auckland Airport
destined to train new lifeguard recruits in Pakistan

A

s one of the team of eight, Surf Lifeguard Nathan Hight of

humid air at mid 40 degrees was taxing on the system. Our bodies

Whangamata SLSC gives his account on a whole new lifesaving ex-

were constantly in a heavy sweat in a physiological attempt to cool

perience.

down – to no avail.We were excited by the opportunity and adventure,

‘Our team organized by Surf Life Saving Northern Region consisted of

but at the same time cautious and reserved at what lay ahead.

Tim Jago (leader), Hugh Roberts, Amber Williams, Kevin Blackhouse-

Just so I don’t forget the raw emotion felt at the time, the following

Smith, Nikki Kindred, Caleb Starrenburg, Jonathon Webber and I.

is an excerpt from an email I sent back from Karachi after we arrived

The objectives

from Dubai.

1) To provide initial Lifeguard training for Pakistan Aquatic Life Sav-

“...Had the flight to Karachi this morning, just a few hours after yet another

ing (PALS) who are establishing a new lifeguard service on Karachi city

massive bomb leveled another mosque!! This got our blood pressure up a little

beaches.

and we were a bit edgy on the way! We got here and met Reza, our Pakistani

2) Support PALS leaders and Karachi civic leaders, emergency services personnel and educationalists to plan a long-term strategy for lifeguard services and community beach safety education.
Arriving in Karachi we were greeted by Reza Samad, head of PALS.
The moment we set foot onto Pakistani soil was the moment we really
realised that we were in a very, very different environment. The densely
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contact who had his bus waiting for us. We then had a full military escort to his
compound on the other side of the city, which was pretty sweet! I actually feel
safer here than I would in Hamilton on a Saturday night! Today we have been
getting all our SLS equipment ready to go for tomorrow. The heat is ridiculous;
we are having bets on who will get heat sickness first (seriously). This added
with the fact the ground keeps moving with the jetlag and we are going pretty
well!! The whole protection thing is pretty cool, we have two armed heavies
watch us 24/7... one with a big heavy pump action shot gun, the other with

an AK-47 machine gun. I’m pretty keen to have a
crack at shooting some birds with the AK but Reza
doesn’t seem to keen...”
Once established we began our mission which
took us 20km out of Karachi to some beach
huts on the coast. They were simple but serviced our needs...well most of our needs for 2
weeks. Every member of the delegation was
mysteriously struck down with a condition we
affectionately came to know as “Paki Puku”
(formally deli belly). This put real pressure on
the “essential amenities” of the beach huts until
such time as the toilets would not function. Uh
Oh...!
Despite our health, training of lifeguards was
taking shape, and we were getting stuck into
our work. We got under way, but not without

and skill some of the candidates had acquired
in such a short time, under difficult teaching

“...some could bloody
swim too! Hugh
(Duracell) Roberts
decided to have a crack
at some of the candidates
in a 400m surf swim.
The ‘big red’ just
managed to come home
for the kiwis but not by
much after being worked
very hard by the clucky
young Pakistani...”

conditions (translators 24/7). Most of these
men had not received ANY formal education.
And some could bloody swim too! Hugh
(Duracell) Roberts decided to have a crack at
some of the candidates in a 400m surf swim.
The ‘big red’ just managed to come home for
the kiwis but not by much after being worked
very hard by the clucky young Pakistani competitor.
At the end of exam we qualified 54 Pakistani
Surf Lifeguards – some whom were outstanding and would be welcome on my patrol any
day. We also issued 40 Surf Life Saving Certificates to candidates, who just needed a little
more work before being fully accredited.

drama...

It was time for graduation. The mayor of Ka-

“...On Tuesday over 250 people turned up at the beach to become lifeguards.
We were pretty shocked to have that many turn up, so the delegation team had
to work very hard this week to fitness test these guys and send the ones that
would not make the cut home. This was good in theory...On the Wednesday

rachi was to attend this graduation along with various other government officials. The day arrived and we were set up awaiting the arrival
of this highly important man when the phone goes and we get the
news...

we tried to tell 80 that they were not required after a swim test (i.e no career

”the mayor will be running a little late. His motorcade has been ambushed by

opportunity for them). This caused uproar and almost ended up a riot. Our

militants. A number of his bodyguards have been killed, as well as some by-

armed police had their machine guns drawn and everything, we all got a little

standers caught in cross-fire during the battle in the street. Additionally 2 large

nervous. With a little, ok, a lot of diplomacy we got out of that one...”

bombs were discovered, one big enough to level a city block...”

After 2 weeks of intense instructing and damn hard yakka by the team,

Pretty crazy stuff, but all true. We didn’t think the mayor would be

all crook, all a few kilo’s down on bodyweight (none more affected

turning up, but, only a little later than expected, his car approached.

in this department than yours truly, 8 kg in a few days...lucky I have

The show went on as if nothing had happened (the troops that he

plenty of resource...!) our Karachi mission was coming to an end as

turned up with gave it away by looking really nervous). The 54 new

exam day approached.

lifeguards were presented with their Surf Lifeguard Awards and were so

We put nearly 120 candidates through a New Zealand Surf Lifeguard
Award Examination. It was amazing to see a lifeguard exam paper
translated into Udu, but not as amazing as the amount of knowledge
AMBER WILLIAMS

proud of what they had achieved. Some so humbled by the education
we had provided them they were openly in tears and lining up to hug
each of the NZ team.

A PAKISTAN LIFEGUARD TOWER

NEWLY QUALIFIED LIFEGUARDS
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It really drove home to me just what the surf life saving movement
and its values are all about during this highly moving experience.
[‘In it for life’ eh – Ed.]

Sport Manager Mark Weatherall.
The things I experienced on this trip have opened my eyes to a whole
different world, one Kiwi’s usually only see on CNN. It has challenged

The delegation was a great success and PALS now have qualified Surf

my thinking and shown me just how lucky we have it in New Zea-

Lifeguards to put on Karachi’s beaches AND they have done their first

land. I would like to thank SLSNR and SLSNZ who gave me the op-

tube rescues!! It is great to have been part of a group that has made a

portunity to be part of the delegation. Thanks to the primary funder,

difference to a lot of peoples lives from the work we have done. We

Century Foundation. If you ever get an opportunity to be involved

had a fantastic team that got on great with every member contributing

with something like this I encourage you to take the opportunity and

something unique and positive for the benefit of the group.

step outside your comfort zone.

Japan, next stop

A special thanks to Tim Jago for his work in putting the puzzle together

After our experience in Pakistan we traveled to Japan and provided

before we went, but also his guidance and leadership while we were in

event safety and support at the DHL Asia-Pacific Life Saving Champs

very adverse conditions at times. Thanks to the whole team and well

attended by the NZ Development Squad. This was a great experience

done on a successful adventure!

for our group and was excellent to see a few great performances by
the Kiwi team during a great event co-organised by our own SLSNZ

I leave you with an email I sent after another adventure in Karachi...

From the email diaries...

“...Well, its been a huge two days for the team!! the mayhem started on Monday night. We went out for dinner on
Karachi Harbour (not 5 star...). We ate mud crabs on a small wooden sail boat. Very nice being in some freshish air
out on the harbour. By the time we set sail back to the port, it was about 12.30am. Pretty late, all ready for bed. We
got in our two cars with the army following. As we drove over a major bridge back into the city we noticed a bit of a
traffic jam. It turned out that actually the locals had blocked the road in strike because they were annoyed at the local
government because of a power cut earlier in the evening. It was Chaos, like AKL motorway at 5.30pm X 10. No
movement at all. Our drivers started getting nervous (smoking cigarettes and slurping Vodka) because if angry locals
saw us, who knows what could happen. In the jam our two cars got separated. Our car still had the army, so they told
us to turn around and drive back.
So there we are speeding into oncoming traffic on a motorway. Then when we got off the bridge, we swung around
and went back over the bridge on the wrong side of the road into oncoming traffic. Scary. We got to the epicenter of
this strike. It was based at a huge roundabout type junction thing. Everything, trucks, buses, cars etc were completely
still. People were out of there cars yelling and screaming etc. Our army guys got in front, guns drawn, and squeezed
us through some small gaps onto the nearest off ramp, once again on the wrong side of the road.
The Pakistani army was already at the epicenter on crowd control, traffic etc. This process took about 45mins. Our
drivers were pretty worried as were the army because the road we were now on took us to the “dangerous zone” (Islamic
fundamentalists etc) so we gassed it through there, no stopping for red lights or anything, very scary, crazy... by the time
we got back to our compound it was about 2.30am. The others managed to find their way our of the drama and got
home about 20mins later. A pretty intense experience...”

[Nathan is one of the SLSNZ Leadership Group members and recently appointed Manager of Surf Life Saving Wellington]
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SLS IN SCHOOLS

‘Preventing death and injury at New Zealand beaches’ requires a number of
strategies. While beach patrols are the most obvious one, SLSNZ has languished
in its public education programmes, particular in schools.

To strengthen Surf Life Saving in schools SLSNZ has formed a

“We are developing our resources to be cross-curricular so they

partnership with WaterSafe Auckland (WAI) to support their de-

can be integrated into areas such as numeracy and literacy. The

velopment of a national education ‘roadmap’.

teacher can use these in a variety of mainstream lessons, so we have

The ‘education market’ has access to numerous water safety programmes provided by aquatic safety groups. However, there is no

a much more ‘marketable’ product that will get far better traction
in schools.”

coordination or overarching strategy to promote these programmes

Increasing our reach ten fold

within the education sector.

SLSNZ’s aims to ensure all schools have access to beach safety re-

We have two problems, first to market our programmes, which
is where our partnership with WAI, its road map and in service

sources. In November a new classroom resource package for primary and intermediate schools was launched.

training comes in,” says SLSNZ Lifesaving Manager, Brett Sullivan.

Reaching a potential 500,000 children each year the resources have

“The next step is to make sure that our programmes have the best

been developed to be used in mainstream classroom lessons.

fit into the NZ Curriculum so teachers can actually use them.”

“These web based resources provide all the specific leaning out-

“One of the difficulties is the NZ Curriculum does not have a

comes teachers are required to report against. We have carefully

glaring heading which says schools must teach water safety. It’s just

prepared them to ensure each lesson and activity can be used as

not that specific. We have to be a lot smarter and ensure our pro-

language and arithmetic sessions as well as within Health and PE

grammes actually fit into the curriculum.

strands,” says Sullivan

Sullivan says the biggest challenge is to look further a-field than

“This provides greater scope for beach safety and surf lifesaving to

just the ’Health and PE curriculum’. ” While this represents an

be introduced in schools.”

obvious fit, the average classroom teaching plan can only dedicate
a small amount of time to Health and PE and within that there is a
myriad of teaching options.

The ‘BeachEd’ programme which schools can attend in terms one
and four each year is also being delivered this year. Last year 38,000
children attended the full days programme.
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The development of lifesaving in the greater
Asia Pacific region has
been made possible with
DHL’s own expansion in
these countries.

EIGHT is Enough
DHL 8’s in Japan

As New Zealanders took icy plunges at beaches in June to mark
the shortest day of the year, the SLSNZ Development Team were
competing in far warmer waters on beaches in Japan.

The New Zealand Surf Life Saving Development team was placed sec-

they trained 170 people to help support the establishment of a lifesav-

ond at the DHL Lifesaving 8’s. The inaugural event was open to coun-

ing service. The development of lifesaving in the greater Asia Pacific

tries in the Asia–Pacific and Indonesian areas.

region has been made possible with DHL’s own expansion in these

With the World Lifesaving Champs taking place in Italy, the DHL Lifesaving 8’s was a partnership between Australia and New Zealand to help
support surf lifesaving in the wider pacific region. Established international competitors, New Zealand and Australia sent their development
teams while the other nine countries fielded their national teams.
“Outside the world champs, lifesaving competition for New Zealand
is limited to events with Australia and South Africa. A greater focus
on developing lifesaving within the Pacific region creates the chance
to build a more comprehensive international programme,” says Geoff
Barry, CEO, Surf Life Saving New Zealand.
“While we focus on sport when we think international, developing
these countries lifesaving skills is the ultimate goal. Some of these countries have notorious drowning rates and the only real support available
to local lifeguards lies with the likes of us”
The NZ Lifeguards spent a week in Japan prior to the event supporting the visiting teams and local Japanese surf lifeguards. At the same
time a small group from SLS Northern Region were in Pakistan where
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countries. As a major supporter of Surf Life Saving New Zealand, Barry
says it creates a very complementary partnership. The DHL Lifesaving
8’s will be held again next winter.
Results
Australia (455), New Zealand (441), Japan (419), Taiwan (211),
Hong Kong (198), Singapore (181), India (168), Malaysia
(145), China (121), Indonesia (117), Iran (63).
Individuals Places
First Daniel Harris (Beach Sprint), Holly Moczydlowski
(Beach Sprint)
Second Holly Moczydlowski (Beach Flags), Blair Dunn
(Surf Race) Andrea Hewitt (Board Race)
Third Daniel Harris (Beach Flags), Ayla Dunlop Barratt
(Surf Race), Michael Buck (Board Race, Ironman) Andrea
Hewitt (IronWoman)
NZ Development Team
Blair Dunn Alan Thorpe Daniel Harris, Michael Buck,
Andrea Hewitt, Miah Thorpe, Ayla Dunlop-Barratt, Holly
Moczydlowski. Team Coach: Scott Pritchard. Team Manager:
Heather Kohn.

KEEP Safe
in the Sun
and in the Surf
Nivea Sun proud sponsors of
Surf Life Saving New Zealand.

25 cents from every pack of NIVEA Sun sold
will be given to Surf Life Saving New Zealand.

RECIEVE

$1.00

OFF

Nivea Sun - the preferred sun protection of Surf Life Saving New Zealand

ANY NIVEA Sun PRODUCT

Support
Surf Life Saving
New Zealand
this summer,
purchase
Nivea Sun.

To the consumer: To recieve $1.00 off any Nivea Sun product simply present this coupon with your purchase at your local supermarket or throughout selected
pharmacies. This coupon is non-assignable and many not be used in conjunction with any other offer. Coupon expires 30 September 2005. Only one coupon to be
used per product.
TO THE RETAILER: Provided this coupon is redeemed in accordance with our customer offer it will be reimbursed in full plus the normal handling fee by sending to:
The Coupon Company, PO Box 18036, Auckland, before 30 November 2005.
Phone Beiersdorf New Zealand on 0800 696 483 for your nearest stockist.
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sunniedays
a serious look into your eyes

While many high cost sunglasses are of very good quality, so too are

heavier, which may be tiring after a long day. Glass lenses may also be

some inexpensive sunglasses costing under $45. The trick is to know

more costly.

what features to look for and to avoid relying on marketing claims.
Serious, long-term eye ailments attributed to environmental exposure

Perhaps more than any other public safety providers, lifeguards must

include cataracts (a clouding of the lens of the eye). People living and

be able to look into heavy glare for extended periods of time. For

playing outdoors are particularly susceptible to these ailments because

this reason, polarised sunglasses are highly recommended. They can

of the long-term exposure of their eyes to

dramatically cut glare, allowing lifesavers to

bright light and blowing sand. Properly

see victims in distress that might otherwise

designed sunglasses help protect the eyes

The lens colour of sunglass-

be obscured.

from potentially blinding injuries.

es is important because the

The lens colour of sunglasses is important

tint can affect the ability to

because the tint can affect the ability to visu-

visually discriminate among

ally discriminate among images. In general,

sunlight off the water can cause squinting.

images. In general, the best

the best colours for lifesaver sunglasses are

Squinting, in turn, causes a tensing of the

colours for lifesaver sun-

those that are fairly neutral – brown, amber

facial muscles that can result in headaches

glasses are those that are

or grey.

and fatigue. For this reason, those on or

fairly neutral –

around the water should choose sunglasses

brown, amber or grey.

Another problem is fatigue, which reduces
vigilance. As we know, the intense glare of

The design of sunglasses is also important.
Style considerations aside, lifesavers should

that are dark enough to filter bright sun-

choose frames that allow for good peripheral

light without being so dark as to obscure

vision, while protecting the eyes from wind

objects in the water.

and blowing sand. A wrap around frame is usually best. Sports people

In addition to visible light, (UV) light in both the A and B spectrum

should also ensure that their sunglasses are shatterproof so that lacera-

can damage the eyes. Wearing dark glasses allows the pupils to dilate

tions don’t occur in the case of breakage.

in bright light. If those glasses do not also block UV rays, the dilated

Along with wearing sunglasses with proper features, another excellent

pupils allow much more UV light in than the eyes would naturally

tool for protecting the eyes is a hat with non-reflective brim. A good

allow, that can cause damage. Therefore, along with blocking visible

hat can reduce UV light reaching the eyes by as much as 50%.

light, a lifesaver’s sunglasses should block 99-100% of both UVA and
UVB. Blue light blocking is also highly recommended. Hang tags on

The bottom line is, if you shop purely on price, you may pay far more

sunglasses usually detail their light blocking features.

than necessary. Instead, look for the features you need to get the job
done. If you do so, you’re likely to find that protecting your eyes is not

Good quality sunglasses are generally made of either optical quality

so expensive after all.

glass or polycarbonate. Either is fine. Optical quality glass is likely
to be more distortion free and more resistant to scratching; but is also
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Fred Swain

virtual coach

Like most things in surf, success within Clubs is achieved by being lucky enough to have
those ‘key individuals’. They bring their drive, their leadership, passion, skills and most of
all, their time. To assist those Clubs missing that core ingredient, in this case coaches, Surf
Life Saving New Zealand (SLSNZ) has found the next best thing.
Coaching was identified as the greatest area in need of development by Districts at the
end of last season.
For the last 16 months the Coach DVD resource has been filmed and is now complete.
While we’ve toyed with ‘coaching video’s in the past, the era of the virtual coach is now
being ushered in.
The DVD format enables coaches and competitors to select a specific aspect of a discipline
from the ‘menu’ to plan and deliver a coaching session. For example, the Board menu is
broken into chapters; the start, roll; popping waves, turns and so on. Viewers can select
segments on the menu. The same is repeated through swimming, ski and beach events.
DVD machines are now cheaper and more robust than video players, adding to the
advantages.
For Clubs who may not have a coach, but may have several members keen to develop a
programme for their Club the DVD will provide that support they need. For established
coaches it offers the chance to deliver technique programmes using the DVD as a
demonstrator.

Presenters include local world champions Cory
Hutchings, Rachael Anderson and Morgan
Foster, together with New Zealand Champions
Glenn Anderson and Scott Pritchard and
Australia’s Zane Holmes.
Finally, SLSNZ believe we have a tool that can support coaches who may not have direct
access to a coach mentor with a thorough knowledge of each discipline and techniques.
Order your copy through Surf Life Saving New Zealand
communications@surflifesaving.org.nz
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awards of excellence
BP Surf Rescue Awards

rescue of the year

A weekend celebrating surf lifesaving
excellence

‘Superhuman’ lifeguards awarded
Rescue of the Year

Surf Life Saving New Zealand hosted the BP Surf Rescue Awards in

In December last summer, Gisborne Surf Lifeguards Grant Fussell,
Daniel Williams and Mike Browne were described as super humans by
national media after saving two lives from an upturned van in a river. A

Wellington on Friday 3 September.
The evening celebrations included the annual BP Media Awards, BP
Rescue of the Year and NZLGB Lifeguard of the Year. Sponsors, District
Delegates and Life members from throughout New Zealand attended.

fourth lifeguard Belinda Galley was also involved (pictured above). The
four Wainui Club members were presented with the BP Surf Rescue
of the Year at a ceremony at Wellington in September.

Honorary Guests included Patron and Governor General, Dame Sylvia
Cartwright (pictured above).
Brett Burrows of Papamoa Club was awarded 2004 NZLGB Lifeguard
of the Year – see story page 08.
The following morning the annual Awards of Excellence luncheon
presented Instructor of the Year, Service and Distinguished Service
Awards. A Life Membership was awarded to Ross Maylon.

In chest high water the three surf lifeguards, together with two members
of the public, flipped a van weighing nearly two tonnes to free two
others inside. The van had plunged down a 13-metre bank into a creek
at Okitu, 7km north of Gisborne, landing on its roof.
After freeing a child first and handing to Galley, Fussell said they knew
the only way they could rescue the others was to turn the van over.
“They had seatbelts on and there was no way we could get them out.”
But somehow they succeeded and were able to pull the child’s mother
and grandmother out of the water. “It was just adrenaline. If we hadn’t
turned the van over we wouldn’t have been able to get them out.
None of them were breathing when we got them out” Mr Fussell said.
Attempts to resuscitate the child’s grandmother, Matire Henry, were
unsuccessful, however, and she died at the scene.
Mr Williams held Mrs Henrys hand as paramedics tried to revive her.
“I just felt I had to hold her hand and be there with her while she was
passing away. It’s an experience I don’t want to go through again.”
He said it was a tremendous feeling to have helped save two lives, even
with the sadness of Mrs Henrys death.
For those present at the ceremony it was a humbling experience to
hear the Wainui Lifeguards talk about their role in saving the pair. Mr
Frank Van Huttum of BP and long term sponsor of Surf Life Saving
presented the Award.
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cellence
BEST STORY IN PRINT

MEDIA RECOGNITION

BP Media Awards

‘Piha Rescue’ recognised

Saving lives on the beaches is not the first role of the media that comes

The producers of ‘Piha Rescue’ Eric and Anja Derks, were awarded

to mind, but for Surf Life Saving the media is critical.

special contribution by Surf Life Saving New Zealand at this years

In September at the BP Surf Rescue Awards, Surf Life Saving New
Zealand awarded the best photo, story and best overall media contribution to Surf Life Saving.
Best Life Saving Story in Print was won by Catherine Masters (pictured above) for her NZ Herald feature in January. Master’s story titled
‘Death outside the flags” explored the events leading to the drowning
of an 18 year old man at Muriwai two weeks earlier.

Media Awards for ‘Piha Rescue’. Eric and Anja provided a video link
from their home beach in Zealand Holland to the Awards function,
while their son and cameraman Sunder (pictured above) collected the
Award.
Piha Rescue enjoyed very high ratings during primetime viewing earlier this year. The show was filmed on Piha beach during 2002/03 and
2003/04 summer. Another series of the show will be produced this
summer and will screen from March next year.

Best Surf Life Saving Photo in Print was won by Mark Taylor of the
Daily News
Most Significant Newspaper Contribution to Surf Life Saving was
awarded to the NZ Herald. During the summer months the NZ Herald made a commitment to carry lead stories of beach hazards, together
with safety tips for the public.
SLSNZ CEO, Mr Geoff Barry says the media play a significant part in
helping save lives on the beach each summer. “In a single week we can
pull hundreds of people out of the water. Without the media picking

Each year BP New Zealand and Surf Life Saving

up the story and making people aware of a problem we’d have many

New Zealand host the BP Surf Rescue Media

more drowning on the beaches.”

Awards to recognise the outstanding contribution

“Headlines the next day advising how many got into trouble, how

the media make to increasing New Zealands

many families lifeguards saved and where and what to look out for are

awareness of Surf Life Saving activities across

very effective messages. It’s the sort of public communication we just

the country.

can’t achieve on our own”.
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2004 Award Recipients

Surf Life Saving New Zealand has 37 life members and 14 of

SLSNZ Certificate
of Thanks

story about our membership. Two more received national recognition for their contribution in the 2004 Queen’s Birthday
Honours.
Dan Harris QSM
Life Member, SLSNZ
Dan Harris received his Queens Service Medal at a ceremony
in Wellington recognising nearly 50 years of service to the
community. Born and bred in Waih but now living in Hamilton,
Dan’s involvement has always centred around Waihi but he has
held roles with both SLSBOP and SLSNZ.
Dan’s association with other surf lifesaving clubs has come about
because he has held a number of positions in both SLSBOP ans
SLSNZ.
He says the biggest reward is seeing young people achieve.“When
they start getting involved they come in with nothing and go up
through the ranks. It opens doors for them in the community,
and employment and the personal gain from their achievements
is tremendous” He says the Surf Club provides healthy low cost
family involvement for all ages.
Waihi Leader 15/6/04
Mervyn B Restall, MNZM
Life Member, SLSNZ
Mervyn joined North Beach SLSC in 1954 – Fifty years ago.
His last position with the club was as Vice President In1981.
During these years at North Beach, Mervyn was active at establishing two other Christchurch clubs. In 1969 he chaired an inaugural meeting with the then Waimairi District Council about
establishing a Surf Lifesaving Club at Spencer Park. The Club
was duly established and Mervyn was awarded Life Membership
of Spencer Park SLSC in 1990.
In 1975 Mervyn chaired the inaugural Waikuku Beach SLSC
meeting and was elected their first President. Today he is a Life
Member and Patron of Waikuku Beach SLSC.
Within the Canterbury District he has held various roles including President from 1967 to 1970. In 1969 he received his District
Service Award and in his Life Membership in 1978. His most
recent office was as a Director until 1998.
Mirroring his local service Mervyn held various positions with
SLSNZ and was duly awarded Life Membership in 1992. The
1993 Annual Report recorded his role as Chairman of the judiciary role for 12 years “...has been distinguished by his analytical
skills and perseverance in ensuring justice is seen to be fair as well
as being fair”
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those have received NZ honours. Incredible statistics that tell a

awards of excellence CONT...

Members receive NZ Honours

The Community Trust of Otago
Dunedin City Council

SLSNZ Instructor
of the Year
Shereen Lobb, Sunset Beach.

SLSNZ Service Award
Michelle Brennan (SLST)
Simon Davis (SLSC)
George Cowper (SLSNR)
Jessica Kirkland Given (SLSBOP)
Gregory McShane (SLSNR)
Kevin Moran (SLSNR)
James Morwood (SLST)
Paul Ryan (SLST)
Jim Turpin (SLSC)
Joanne Zervos (SLSC)

SLSNZ Distinguished
Service Award
Bruce Ball (SLST)
Royce (Curly) Evans (WDSLSA)
Ross Fraser (SLST)
John Hook (SLSW)
Paul Kent (WDSLSA)
Graham (Jock) McNaught (SLSW)
Murray Munro (SLSBOP)
Raymond Trilford (SLSHB)
Murray Wilson (SLSO)

SLSNZ Life Membership
Ross Malyon Red Beach (SLSNR)
Instructor of the Year, Shereen Lobb.

IN
THE
SWIM
SWIM CHAMPS PROVE WINNER
NZ Surf Life Saving Swim Championships, 26/26 September, Lyall Bay, Wellington
The second Surf Life Saving Swim Champs held and already entry
numbers are larger than the likes of our national IRB Champs. Entries
at the Swim Champs increased 30% over last year.
Hawkes Bay and Gisborne Clubs dominated the event. Gisborne’s Midway Club won first place and Hawkes Bay’s Waimarama Club was 2nd
and Westshore 3rd place. 26 Clubs competed in the two day event.
Proving travel is no barrier, the Swim Champs was the first national
competition in many years for Invercargill’s Oreti Club. Oreti are celebrating their 75th jubilee this year
Best performing Northern Region Club, Mairangi Bay was 10th with
Canterbury’s Sumner Club taking 11th spot.

Events prove A challenge
The Swim champs include a mix of traditional swim events and those
events contested at the World Lifesaving Champs. Mannequin tows,
tube relays and the likes of 50m with fins events (from a dive!) proved
a broad mix, however, the line throw provided the biggest challenge for
many, while providing light relief for Officials. Several commented on a
new found use for R and R lines left on neglected reels in gear sheds.

Top Competitors

Gisborne dominateS
SurfSport Comps

Gisborne Clubs have demonstrated they have the strongest grasp on

Miah Thorpe (Midway) won both the top female point scorer and

our sport. After winning the top Club trophy at the 2004 New Zealand

best overall competitor with 72 points. Miah was a member of the NZ

Surf Life Saving Championships in Christchurch, Midway Club also

Development team competing in the pool and surf lifesaving champs

won the top overall Club at the SLSNZ Swim Champs in September.

in Japan in June. Top Male competitor was Travers Hartly-Smith from
Waimarama with 63 points.

Swim Champs part of
District programmes
Surf Lifesaving Swim Champs are proving increasingly popular. Just
12 months on from the inaugural Swim Champs held by SLSNZ, four
Districts have already included the championships in their own local sports programme. A number of Districts also offered training pro-

Gisborne District has just three Clubs, however, they continue to dominate. The NZ Development squad competing at the DHL Lifesaving 8’s
in Japan had 3 members from Gisborne. Our successful NZ team competing at the World Champs in Italy also had 3 members from Gisborne.
Showing their sport performance really does have an impact their
training paid off with Gisborne lifeguards also winning the 2004 BP
Surf Rescue of the Year, presented in September.

grammes for their membership specifically for the event.
Many Clubs also included the pool rescue events in special training
sessions for their members. SLSNZ lent mannequins for this purpose.
Sport manager Mark Weatherall is unsure at what point the mannequins began carrying the names of SLSNZ staff on their foreheads.

Results	pts
Midway

993

Waimarama

874

Westshore

729

Full results visit
www.surflifesaving.org.nz
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New Zealand Community Trust

Day 1 - 3 Friday to Sunday

NZ Under 14 Championships

Holding the New Zealand U14 Champs at the same venue as
the New Zealand Championships creates a ten day ‘national’s
programme with entries expected to top 2,200 competitors.

The Ocean Athletes have provided JuniorSurf members with a national

Ten days of competition kicks off on Friday 4 March. Like the
senior age groups, the Under 14 Championships begin on
Friday and are held over the first three days. The very successful NZ Ocean Athlete Champs is now in its fourth year.

Hawkes Bay’s Westshore Club won top overall Club in 2004.

championship for the last four years. Enjoying the same infrastructure as
the ‘Open’ Champs, the event has quickly become popular across the
country. Last year close to 800 competitors aged 10 -13 years competed.

The event proved to be the birth place of the NZ Surf Life Saving Swim
Champs. Originally the three days of competition was split one day pool
/ two day beach competition, however, such was the success of the
champs, the numbers participating quickly blew the event programme

Three rest days follow before the NZ Masters Champs begin
on Thursday as a forerunner to the NZ Championships held
over the following three days.
“It creates a great festival concept,” says SLSNZ Sport Manager Mark Weatherall. “I’ve heard of many families making
the most of the three events held at one venue and staying
the week. Where they can’t stay the week the events held
back to back at the same venue haven’t increased the costs
to participate.”

out to a full three days at the beach.
The National Surf Life Saving Swim Champs became its own stand
alone event in 2003. This year nearly 400 entered in the swim champs
held in Wellington
The event has its own website www.oceanathletes.co.nz and all
previous results and photo’s are available on the web site.
Entry forms will be posted on www.surflifesaving.org.nz in
early January closing 9 February.

Day 4-6 Mon to Wed

TEN DAYS OF TOP ACTION

4 - 13 MARCH 2005
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Day 4-6 Mon to Wed

Rest days

CHAMPS

A family affair held over ten days
making it ones of this countries
largest sporting events!

Day 7 Thursday

NZ MASTERS ChampionshiPS

Day 8 - 10 Friday to Sunday

NZ ChampionshiPs

Entry to the NZ Masters Champs is available to all members aged thirty

Over 1,200 competitors competing in Under16 through to Open age

years plus. The champs will be held on Thursday 10 March at Mt

groups are expected to enter. Mt Maunganui Beach draws the largest

Maunganui’s. To be eligible you must be currently refreshed.

number of entries for the NZ Championships with the beach hosting the

The age groups work in five year increments.

event, usually every four years

Individual events include Board, Ski, Swim, Beach Sprint, Run-Swim-

The NZ Championships are the penultimate inter Club Championships

Run, Ironman, Beach Flags, and a 2 km beach run. Two person team

challenging for the Alan Gardener Trophy. Last years champion Club

events are Board Rescue, and Double Ski. Three person team events

Midway will be out to retain the title. Local Club Mt Maunganui has seen

are Board, Ski, Swim, and Taplin events.

a steady increase in its own results in recent years and may challenge to

Boats and canoes crews can also enter
The entry forms will be available in early January on
www.surflifesaving.org.nz, closing 9 February

finish in the top three this year.
Three days of heats and finals across five arenas, building to the central
arena from midday on Sunday. From midday on Sunday key event finals
are held with grandstand seating for 3,000.
Ten days of Surf Lifesaving will be wrapped up by the traditional
function, held this year at the Strand in Tauranga
The entry forms will be available in early January on
www.surflifesaving.org.nz, closing 9 February.
Accommodation details, maps, transport and local information is
available on www.visitplenty.co.nz

5 MT MAUNGANUI
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IN ThE DISTRicts
Local round-up and reports from Surf Life Savings District Offices.
Contributions welcome, send to communications@surflifesaving.org.nz

CANTERBURY

Taranaki

The new season is upon us and the weather doesn’t look much better

Surf Life Saving Taranaki, following recent year’s competition results,

than last season!

reviewed programmes that were in place within the District and

If our winter Surf Alive Programme is an indicator, then our membership
development initiatives are in for a bumper season. Numbers attending

recognized that we needed to increase investment to enjoy improved
competition placings at all levels.

the two streams have doubled this year, with over 60 members enjoying

Over the winter, this led to a new training initiative for all competitors

the programme and gaining qualifications prior to the season starting.

in beach, swim and paddling disciplines. Coaches Paul Cracroft Wilson

Michael Lord and the Canterbury leadership programme have led the

(Beach events) and Anthony Roebuck (Paddling) were employed and

Surf Alive Programme.

delivered a regular training programme, at no cost to participants.

Canterbury has a proud tradition in Surf Sports and more resources

Members were also encouraged to attend swimming sessions with

have been pumped into our District Coaching Programme this season

local coaches to lift fitness levels. The programme, supported by SLS

to help take us back to the top. Kurt Wilson, who has spent the

Taranaki, enabled members to attend up to three times a week with

last three years in Australia, is the Districts Advanced Ski, Board and

the cost subsidised by the District.

Ironman Coach. It is a major coup to have Kurt back in the District.
Rep team coaches have been selected and Development Squads are all
underway.

Recognising commitment, all athletes that attended for at least ten weeks
of the twenty week programme received a t-shirt and free attendance at
the coaching camp held at Opunake on 19th/20th September. Coaches

More events have been added to our competition programme this

at the camp included Mark Muir and Jaron Mumby. All Taranaki

year, including a revamp of the South Island Surf League to include

competitors had the opportunity to attend the camp.

Clubs, together with a JuniorSurf Twilight Series. We look forward to
continued progress in our SurfSports performance this season.
Stephen Johnston, Craig Todd and Ben Quane have been elected to
the Board of Directors to join Gary Teear and Chairman Grant Restall.
This provides a balanced and knowledgeable team to lead the District
this season.
With an ever increasing and more highly skilled membership, we
look forward to our lifeguards providing safe Canterbury beaches this
season.

Feedback from those that participated has been excellent and this
programme will certainly be looked at being repeated during next
winter. Thirty six athletes attended the training camp as the finale.
The energetic SLST Leadership group have been very active in the last
few months, holding a garage sale at Headquarters in September, with
the funds from this used to subsidise costs for the District ball, held in
late November.
a

PO Box 6019 New Plymouth

p

06 758 2555

a

PO Box 22 528 Christchurch

f

06 757 4779

p

03 366 5591

e

taranaki.surf@xtra.co.nz

f

03 366 5603

w www.taranakisurf.org

e

surf.canterbury@xtra.co.nz

w www.surfcanterbury.org.nz

Wellington
Surf Life Saving Wellington has had a ‘massive’ face-lift over the winter
months with our new brand and new structure. After weathering difficult
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times in recent years, which saw SLSNZ appoint a Commissioner to
the District, SLSW has made the shift to a governance board and has
now employed a full-time manager.

– 25 year olds is in he pipeline.
Utilisation outside expertise as well as local talent has benefited club
members recently. Two development camps have been held, one an

SLSW has developed a number of initiatives recently including

U14 for those members keen to be named in the District Rep teams

establishing a District event safety squad. SLSW now has a team of

this year

8 volunteers that work as a team to prevent death and injury during
various sporting events around the greater Wellington Region.
Working closely with the Wellington City Council, the squad has its
own equipment to provide this service.
Keen to drive the co-ordintion of the Districts lifesaving activity, a very
successful Patrol Operation Manual (POM) workshop for Clubs has
been held. The workshop was part of an ongoing POM development

A further development camp in January 2005 will again coincide with
the New Zealand HPS Camp. These camps are additional to Club
Coaching programmes and any specific U19 or Open Surf League
initiatives, making for opportunities a plenty to improve skill levels.
A positively active and rewarding season for surf life savers in Hawke’s
Bay is signalled.

programme to firstly support Clubs to complete them, but also to

a

PO Box 12179 Ahuriri Napier

begin development a District lifesaving plan (POM) to ensure that

p

06 835 5571

lifeguard services are deployed based on need rather than any particular

f

06 835 5589		

geographical location or history.

w www.surflifesaving.org.nz

The BIG one – NZ Community Trust Wellington Surf Boat Series
– Surf Boats in the City! SLS Wellington hosted this fantastic event on

Northern Region

4/5 December. The SurfBoat series has grown from last year’s success
to provide an awesome event for boaties nationwide! The event is
based at two venues; Lyall Bay and Oriental Bay. The Oriental Bay
racing will see surf boats right in the heart of Wellington City on the
waterfront which will be great for the sport of surf boat rowing. Look
out for nexy years event.

Northern Region kicked off a new initiative this season with a ‘mass
refresher’ day at Orewa beach, the weekend before season start. The
refresher was designed as a way to take the stress of the clubs at the start
of the season, and an excuse for clubbies to meet up and have some fun!

a

PO Box 6833 Marion Square, Wellington

The actual day was a great success, with 150 lifeguards refreshing and

p

04 3827 219

two massive rescue and first aid scenarios involving ‘Bob’ (our in-water

f

04 3854 381

mannequin) the Rescue Water Craft (RWC), IRB’s and a flying visit

e

wellington@surflifesaving.org.nz

from the Westpac Rescue Helicopter. Overall feedback from the clubs

w www.surflifesaving.org.nz

who attended was very positive and this event is now set to become a
permanent fixture in the Northern Region calendar.

Hawkes Bay
A new name - Surf Life Saving Hawke’s Bay Inc, a subtle change from
‘Lifeguarding’ to ‘Lifesaving’.AGM’s have been held at Club and District
level with new people devoting their time to support the movement.
Thank you and welcome to surf life saving.
An increased appreciation of volunteer lifeguard efforts has been
evident with top patrollers receiving recognition at club and district
level, nice to see. Junior Surf is also receiving an increased interest and
higher profile.
A drive to increase IRB drivers is underway with training days and

Last season saw one RWC (Yamaha WaveRunner) operating on the
West Coast between Muriwai and Karekare, providing additional
support to patrolled beaches and fast access to unpatrolled areas. This
season, in addition to the West Coast RWC, another will be operating
on the East Coast between the North Shore beaches. Both RWC’s are
operated by members of the Lifeguard Support Team - a volunteer
team who provide additional support to patrols throughout the season
on top of their regular patrolling duties.
a

PO Box 2195 Auckland

p

09 303 0663

f

09 379 6298

e

northern@lifesaving.org.nz

w www.lifesaving.org.nz

IRB District Champs aimed to raise IRB skill levels through IRB
Competition and to lessen the shortage of IRB operators within the
District.
Establishing a Hawke’s Bay Leadership Group involving selected 17
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NZ TEAM proves

strongest in years

1

The New Zealand Surf Life Saving Team recorded its strongest result

Olympians, Moss Burmester and Steve Ferguson and Glenn Anderson

since winning the World Championships in 1998. After a disappointing

for another bronze.

fifth place in 2000 NZ is back to the consistent performance it delivered
through the 1990’s.
While our neighbours across the Tasman took out the World title, the
NZ team recorded a number of outstanding performances to finish
second overall. A medal tally of 17 tells of a solid performance, up from
13 at the 2002 World Champs held at Daytona Beach Florida.
Morgan Foster (captain) successfully defended his World Beach Flags
title and Rachel Anderson joins the elite Club of World Champions
with a win in the Woman’s Surf Race.

On the second day Georgina won another silver medal in the 100m
Rescue Medley and fellow Cantabrian’s Rochelle Creighton and
Leanne Parker won Bronze in the Women’s Line Throw,

Surf Events (Day three and Four)
New Zealand started well on the first day of open water competition
with one gold, two silvers and a bronze.
The men’s beach relay team claimed the gold medal. At the previous
world championships at Daytona, Florida, New Zealand were beaten
into second place by Australia, but this years team of Morgan Foster,

Pool Events (Day one and two)

Dean Kent, Steven Ferguson and Glenn Anderson were determined to

NZ got off to a strong start in the pool events, traditionally our

make amends.

weakness. Georgina Toomey was the toast of the New Zealand team
after claiming the silver medal in the 50 metre manikin carry.

Steven Ferguson finished second in the ski race final with another
second place to Georgina Toomey, Johanna O’Connor, Rochelle

The 18-year-old Sumner Club member was one of several successes

Creighton and Leanne Parker in the tube rescue. This was Toomey’s

with Olympian, Dean Kent winning bronze in the 200 metre obstacle

third silver medal of the championship after outstanding performances

race and then teaming in the 4 x 50 metre obstacle relay with fellow

in the pool events.
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The SLSNZ Representative Team

4

Morgan enjoying the success of his team

2

Dean Kent
5

The men’s tube rescue team of Dean Kent, Moss Burmester, Matt
Sutton and Steven Ferguson were also in determined mood finished
third in their final.
Day four was a successful wrap up by New Zealand as they pushed the
Australians hard. Morgan Foster defended his title in the Beach Flags

3

5

Team Captain, Morgan Foster

Rachel Anderson recieving her Gold medal.

The final overall point’s
Australia (753)
NZ team (618)
South Africa on (579)
34 Countries competed in the World Championships

and Gisborne’s Rachel Anderson won the Woman’s Surf Race.

Full Team results available on www.surflifesaving.org.nz

Jane Arnott made up for a disappointing 10th place in the Woman’s

Masters

Beach Flags to win Silver in the Woman’s Beach Sprints

The World Masters events were held prior to the Inter Club Champs. A

Matt Sutton and Glenn Anderson won Silver in the Board Rescue and

Ski Race

Anderson picked up Bronze in both the Mens’ Surf Race and IronMan.

Aged 40-44

Michael Mead (Waimari)

6th

Both the Men’s and Woman’s Taplin teams were third.

Aged 45-49

Philip Brown (United Nth Piha

4th

Aged 50-54

Ian Ferguson (United Nth Piha)

2nd

Aged 55-59

Brett Leask (Waimairi)

1st

Although the weather conditions were fine and water flat, the first day’s
beach competition lasted 14 hours and still did not complete the days
programme. SLSNZ Sport Manager Mark Weatherall suggests we may
be too hard on ourselves and our own events sometimes!

small contingent of individuals from New Zealand enjoyed success.

Ski Relay (Combined age)
130 years+

Mead/Leask/Vieceli (Mixed)

2nd

150 years+

Ferguson/Brown/Sullivan

2nd

(United Nth Piha)

The New Zealand Surf Life Saving Team
Morgan Foster, Rochelle Crieghton, Leanne Parker, Jo O’Connor, Jane

Board Rescue

Arnott, Rachael Anderson, Georgina Toomey, Steve Ferguson, Dean

Aged 50-54

Kent, Matt Sutton, Moss Burmester, Glenn Anderson.

Ironman

Well done to NZ Team Coach John (Spindles) Bryant and Assistant

Brett Leask (Waimairi),

6th

Aged 40-44

Michael Mead (Waimari)

7th

Aged 55-59

Brett Leask (Waimairi)

4th

Coach Carl Gordon. NZ Team Manager Jim Warwick and therapist
Kate Bonner
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Future Proofing
Surf Life Saving
FOR THE RECORD
Surf Life Saving New Zealand is developing a Na-

are progressing their own pathway forward. Surf

tional Lifesaving Plan, something that hasn’t ex-

Life Saving will be well positioned with a strategic

isted to date. Its purpose is to provide a framework

lifesaving plan that clearly defines how it can con-

for targeting the provision of lifesaving services in

tribute to the central government objective of ‘a

New Zealand. It will also provide the organisa-

water safe New Zealand, free from drowning’.

tion a means to truly measure how we ‘prevent
death and injury at New Zealand beaches’.

Downstream, this information will provide us with
some grounding to qualify decisions made in and

The first stage of the plan is a thorough geograph-

around the skill requirements of Surf Lifeguards.

ic and demographic analysis of the New Zealand

This will in turn flow into training, instruction

coastline. This will need to include information

and examination plus lead to a clearly defined

ranging from rip and sandbar locations to car

qualifications/awards pathway to take us forward.

parking, signage and population forecasts. While
a similar project has been undertaken in the past
(SLSNZ Coastline Survey 1996), we now have
a specific outcome to work towards and our requirements are somewhat different. It also needs
to be far more user friendly and in an easily updatable electronic form.
Once drowning, rescue, first aid and search statistics etc are added to the geographic and coastal
analysis, we will have a tool to better determine
hazard ratings and one that will assist us to identify
and prioritise our turf. In short, this is essentially a
service gap analysis.
Upstream there is the ACC Drowning Prevention
Strategy to consider. Government, through ACC,
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In order to link the strategic focus of a National
Life Saving Plan to ‘preventing death and injury
at New Zealand beaches,’ Surf Life Saving is using
The Drowning Cycle as an intermediary. This is a
model that identifies the causal factors associated
with drowning. Simply put, in order to fix the
problem, we need to have a thorough understanding of what’s causing the problem.
Ultimately, our anticipated outcome is to prevent
drowning and drowning related injury in our turf.
How we best do that will become part of the
journey...

ARANCIa RESCUE CRAFT

designed & developed for surf life saving

arancia industries LTD

PO box 56585 Dominioin Road Auckland

ph +64 9 815 0469 fx +64 9 815 0468 mob +64 21 774 867
info@arancia.co.nz

nauta & Wilsco fuel tanks available to order

proud to be associated with surf life saving for over 25 years

visit our website www.arancia.co.nz for worldwide & local
boat pictures of arancias in actions

Surf
ProducTS
NZ lTD

New Zealand Agents for:
• Bennett Surf Life Saving Equipment
• Infront Paddle & Nipper Boards
• The Aussie Nipper
• Sunset Surfboards
For a price list and all product information contact
Kate Ward 021 770 108 - info@surfproducts.co.nz
Paddle boards available now for
immediate delivery

ADveRTISING SPACE

your
AD
could
have
been
here
...
to
advertise
in
the
next
issue
contact
communications@surflifesaving.org.nz

for THE ultimate in next generation boards

Sonic Large 10’6” paddle board
xtra strong PVC sandwhich construction

$1395 +gst

Sonic Junior 10’6” paddle board
xtra strong PVC sandwhich construction

$1395 +gst

CHD//SOS Custom Paddle Board
$1595 +gst
made to suit any size or design, epoxy construction
(option carbon fibre)
PO Box 2108 Gisborne New Zealand Dave’s Mobile 0274 455 342
Phone 06 8632948 Fax 06 8632848 Email sonicl@xtra.co.nz

CHD Custom 8’10” Cadet Board
epoxy construction (option carbon fibre)

$1595 +gst

Bullet Ski

$2250 +gst

Trigger 13’ Cadet Ski

$1395 +gst

safer beaches.
For over 35 years we’ve been
helping to keep beaches safe.
So thanks to our people in
yellow and red.....and green.

SURF LIFE SAVING
Championships
Day 1 - 3
Friday 4 March
to Sunday 6 March

NZ U14
Championships
Day 7
THURSDay 10 March

NZ MASTERS
Championships

Day 8 - 10
Friday 11 March
to Sunday 13 March

NZ u16
u19 & Open
Championships

Main Beach
MT Maunganui

2200 Surf Lifeguards
270 National Titles
10 Days of Action
1 Result
www.surflifesaving.org.nz

